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AIM: The magazine would continue to be solid and prestigious opportunity to promote reputable Bulgarian and European scientists. Articles with its variety of different sections of medicine / endocrinology, cardiology, pulmonology, gastroenterology, nephrology, rheumatology, surgery, orthopedics, urology, otorhinolaryngology, dermatology, ophthalmology, preventive medicine, maxillofacial surgery, medical genetics, etc. / dental, pharmacy, public health researchers to present their achievements in research and innovative diagnostic and therapeutic approaches in modern science. His journals in English and distribution in 33 countries around the world enables thousands of physicians and scientists to know the problems treated in it.

The general editorial policy is to optimize the process of issuing and distribution of Folia medica in line with modern standards for current and active visible scientific periodicals - such as content, form, function. By raising the quality of Folia medica to give response to the broad scientific achievements of the Bulgarian academic and scientific community.
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